LITERATURE CRITICISM ONLINE

Literature Criticism Online (LCO) is an extensive collection of critical essays on nineteenth century, twentieth century and contemporary authors as well as children’s authors. Entries contain biographical/critical introductions, lists of principal works, critical essays, and sources for further study.

Accessing Literature Criticism Online using Solomon

The easiest method of accessing Literature Criticism Online is to go to the library Web site www.masters.edu/library, select “Search Solomon”. Type “literature criticism online” in the search box. Change “All items” to “Journals”, change “contains my query words” to “my exact phrase” then Search.

This will retrieve the record to Nineteenth Century Literature Criticism, which is just one of the six indexes contained in LCO. LCO also contains Contemporary Literary Criticism, Twentieth Century Literary Criticism, Children’s Literature Review, Something About the Author and Something About the Author Autobiography Series. Access to LCO automatically searches all of these indexing tools simultaneously.

Once in LCO it is possible to search just one or any combination of indexes by simply holding down the Ctrl key and making your selections.
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